
UNIVERSAL WRIST SLING BLACK
Universal recycled handle strap designed for all phone

shells

REF : NU-SLING-WRI-BLK-RP

EAN : 4895200473367

EXISTS IN : BLACK, YELLOW

DESCRIPTION :

The shorter edition of Universal Sling lets you carry worry-free – an extra layer of security against drops and falls for when

you're making a call, snapping memories, or taking a walk around the city. 

STRENGTHS :

Compatible with all closed-bottom cases for all brands and models of smartphones.

Versatile carry: easily attach to closed-bottom cases with the adapter and simply unclip to free yourself from the

sling.

Built to last, it's durable and keeps your phone safe.

Comfortable to wear with thicker straps and optimized length for flexible, trouble-free use.

More environmentally friendly with 100% recycled polyester webbing from plastic bottles.

Customize your bag with four unique colors

Universal Sling or Universal Wrist straps are sold in retail packaging for Kraft and Black. The Oxyfire and Sage colors

are sold in a fabric pouch.

CHARACTERISTICS :

This product is compatible with:

Universal compatibility with any closed-bottom cases for all smartphone brands & models

Most charging cables

Product Materials: 100% recycled PET, polyester, metal trims, TPU

Product Dimensions:

Height: 11.8 in / 300mm



Width: 2.36 in / 60 mm

Depth: 0.12 in / 3mm

Weight: 0.05lbs / 23g

Care Instructions: To clean Universal Wrist Sling, simply soak it in warm water with a spoon of baking soda for

around an hour. Avoid exposure to any harsh chemicals.

COMPATIBILITY :

iPhone 13, iPhone 13 Mini, iPhone 13 Pro, iPhone 13 Pro Max, iPhone 14, iPhone 14 Pro, iPhone 14 Plus, iPhone 14 Pro Max,

iPhone SE (2020/22 - 2nd/3rd gen), iPhone 12 Mini, iPhone 12, iPhone 12 Pro, iPhone 12 Pro Max, iPhone 11, iPhone 11 Pro,

iPhone 11 Pro Max, iPhone X, iPhone XR, iPhone XS, iPhone XS Max


